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Pump Alarm- E4 Error Code
**UNIT WILL NOT FUNCTION UNTIL ERROR CODE IS CLEARED.

If E4 (pump alarm) is shown on the display, complete the following steps:

1. Reset the unit by unplugging the power cord and then reconnecting it.

2. Manually check to see if the pump is operational by pressing the drain button. Check 

if the pump energizes and de-energizes properly. Additionally, check to see if any water 

purged from the system.

3. If you haven’t cleaned the system recently, check the discharge line for an obstruction, 

then clean as described in the Maintenance section.

4. Replace the hose and/or pump, if maintenance alone isn’t sufficient. 

SolutionCauseSymptom

Poor Connection Verify�that�both ends of the power cord are 
plugged in

Power Outage Reset power

Trouble�Code:�LO

Clean�the�filter�

Clear�the�blockage

�Filter�is�Dirty

Air�Inlet�or�Outlet�is�Blocked.

Diaplay is Blank

No�AirFlow

Trouble�Code:�E4

Trouble�Code:��E1

Problem with Pump

Room�Temperature�is�
below 33.8℉

Humidity Sensor or 
Communication Error

Check to ensure that the sensor wire is 
connected at both ends, if no issues are 
visible, the sensor may be faulty.

Verify that the pump is properly installed 
and functioning. If so, unplug the unit for 
two minutes, then restart.

Increase the room temperature so it is 
within operation range (above 33.8℉). If 
error still display, check sensor.

Trouble�Code:�HI
Room�Temperature�is�
above 105℉

Decrease the room temperature so it is 
within operating range (below 105℉). If 
error still displays, check the sensor.

E5 Trouble�Code Refrigerant Leak Contact Your Installer for Assistance.
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Remote Control Instructions
AlorAir Dehumidifiers can be controlled using an optional remote accessory. The remote 
connects to your dehumidifier via a 25’ CAT 5 cable, with the integrated sensor giving you 
multiple options for monitoring surrounding conditions. 

Example #1- Install the dehumidifier in the laundry room and duct it into the living room. 
Mount the remote in the living room and use the remote sensor.

Example #2- Install the dehumidifier in your crawl space with the remote mounted in your 
garage. 
NOTE: The symbols indicated below only show when the remote is powered on. 

1. On/Off (Power) Button
Press the on/off button and the�machine will 
start running (two�beeps). Press the button 
again�to turn the machine off.

2. Up Button/ Down Button
Use the up and down arrows to�adjust the 
humidity level.

3. Mode
Use the mode button to switch between 
dehumidifier and a ducted application.

        • The      symbol on the display 
indicates the sensor on the remote control is 
being utilized.

        • The     symbol on the display indicates the sensor on the dehumidifier is being 
utilized. 

4. Temperature
Press the temperature button to display the current temperature on the screen

5. Continuous 
Press this button to switch the unit into continuous mode. “CONT.” will appear on the display 
screen.

6. Drain Pump 
Use this button if the unit will not be used for an extended period of time.

This button will remove water from the pump reservoir. 
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